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This paper has a twofold purpose: (a) presenting a 
newly proposed concept for determining capacity and 
(b) presenting capacity determinations for channel
ized left turn intersections. 

Three types of capacity have been known to be 
utilized:' basic, practical, and possible. Using 
capacity per se the degree of capacity is specified 
on a percentage basis. 

From this last thought a new method of capacity 
determination was conceived and a preliminary 
analysis made thereof. The method used an ogive 
curve with ordinate values of percent volume and 
abscissa values of percent maximum volume. A 
second abcissa scale was superimposed on the 
graph representing capacity as a percent of total 
capacity. 

The capacity study mvolved the analysis of 20 
intersection approaches. The results obtained 
from the ogive curve were compared to capacities 
as determined by the average starting headway and 
the Highway Capacity Manual methods. The results 
indicated that there may be some relationship be
tween an ogive curve and capacity. 

On this basis the channelized intersection com
plexes were studied and capacities determined. 
The results indicate that intersections with the 
channelized left turn (New Jersey Left Turn) is 
significantly more efficient than regular inter
sections. 

•WHEN TWO desire lines of travel cross, conflicts between these desires develop. 
This is what occurs at the intersection of two roads. The conflicts may be eliminated 
by space (a grade separation) or by time (a traffic signal). The number of conflicts 
may be reduced by making the desire lines of travel in one direction only—one-way 
streets. Likewise, the channelization of a left turn maneuver is a method of reducing 
serious conflicts. 

Many studies have been made to determine the effect of left turn maneuvers on the 
capacity of an intersection. However, little has been done in the way of capacity 
studies on the channelized left turn because of the lack of such intersections. (The type 
of intersection referred to is the "New Jersey Left Turn" as developed by W.R. Bellis 
of the New Jersey State Highway Department.) 

The term "capacity" is technically supposed to express the ability of a given road
way to accommodate traffic. However, there have been certain conditions imposed on 
this term that have produced the terms basic, practical, and possible capacities. The 
traffic engineer must juggle these to f i t the problem at hand. A more reasonable step 
would be to eliminate the three offshoot terms and use just the term "capacity". Inas
much as capacity is generally utilized in discussions involving designs or existing con
ditions, the expression of this term as degree of capacity, given as a percentage, might 
provide a more useful tool in the analysis of traffic flow. 
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This paper presents a preliminary study of a proposed capacity determination method 
for special intersection designs. The ogive capacity curve was the basis for this study 
and in determining the capacity of the "New Jersey Left Turn" type intersection. The 
ogive capacity curve also fulf i l ls the definition of capacity in its per se form. 

The theoretical capacity of the channelized intersection is extremely difficult to de
termine through normal procedures of the Highway Capacity Manual ij). The channel
ized left turn is really a compound intersection with three separate intersections and 
with at least two of the three being signalized. With the lack of knowledge about capa
city of this specialized intersection and other specialized intersections a need has 
arisen for a capacity study determination and a method for determining the capacity of 
these or any other intersections. Further, this study involves the relating of capacity 
to an ogive curve with ordinate values of percent volume and an abscissa of percent max
imum volume. A second abscissa scale is superimposed on the curve for determining 
capacity as a percent of total capacity. 

OGIVE CAPACITY CURVE 
Quite frequently i t Is desired to show in diagrammatic form the cumulative frequency 

above or below a given value. For example, it may be desirable to read off from a 
chart the number or proportion of cars (volume) whose quantity does not exceed some 
stated value. Charts of this type are known variously as cumulative frequency dia
grams, more-than or less-than curves, and ogives. 

For this particular study the ogive curve used is the less-than type where abscissa 
values are percent of maximum volume. The ordinate values are the cumulative f re 
quencies of the maximum volume values of the abscissa. The plot produces the general 
S-type of cumulative frequency curve, or ogive. 

Theory of the Ogive Curve 
The ogive capacity curve was derived from the much-used speed cumulative f re 

quency curve. This speed curve has long been a tool in the study of traffic flow; be
cause of this, the possibility of a similar curve for volumes was considered. 

It is known that, as the slope of the tangent portion between the lower and upper 
portions of the curve increases, the range of speeds decreases, and flow is more uni
form. Likewise, as the slope of the tangent decreases, the range of speeds increases, 
and flow is likely to be more unstable and susceptible to large volume changes. Because 
capacities and volumes have the same units, the belief arose that a similar cumulative 
frequency plot using volumes instead of speeds would also give some explanation about 
the character of traffic flow. Similarly, the speed range had to be replaced by some 
range of volumes. Because capacity has the same units as volume, the speed range 
was replaced with a capacity measure as a supplemental abscissa. Therefore, the 
changes in slope of the volume-frequency curve could then be reflected as a change in 
the percent of capacity. Percent of capacity is defined as the ratio of sample hour 
volume to the maximum capacity of a given facility. This relation is expressed in the 
following equation: 

Cp = - ^ in which ^ ^ 
Cp = percent of capacity; 
V = the sample volume; and s 
C = the capacity of the facility. 

In the next section, percent capacity is determined from the ogive curve, the vol
ume sample is the field data, and the unknown term is the capacity. 

Development of the Curve 
The development of the ogive curve used in this study is based on the distribution 

of volume groups and their relation to maximum volume values. These relations are 
plotted vertically as percent of volume (a cumulative volume distribution) and horizon
tally as percent of maximum volume. 
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In the development of the curve and preliminary testing, data were used that had 
been gathered on freeways flowing at or near capacity. One-min volume counts were 
taken by individual lane for AM, midday and PM periods of flow in the Edsel Ford and 
John Lodge freeways in Detroit. The one-min volumes were grouped and the frequencies 
of the various volumes determined. (See Table 1 for a sample set of data.) 

Volume groups are those 1-min volumes or cycle volumes that may occur in any given 
period of time. That is, during 1 hr there would be 60 1-min volumes. Some of these 
one-min volumes occur more than once and are put into volume groups. Each volume 
group could then potentially contain from 0 to 60 repetitions (frequencies). Frequency 
is therefore the number of times any one volume group occurred during the 1-hr period. 
Cumulative frequencies are the accumulation of all frequencies starting from the small
est volume group and adding the successive frequencies to the preceding accumulative 

TABLE 1 
SAMPLE DATA FOR THE DEVELOPED OGIVE CAPACITY CURVE 

Volum* Cum Pareant Parcant T o t a l 
Grouy Tab f f Vo lum* Max. V o l . V o l . / O y . 

11 X 1 1 1.7 25.0 11 
12 0 1 
15 0 1 
m 0 1 
15 0 1 
16 X 1 2 5 .4 56.4 16 
17 0 2 
18 0 2 
19 XX 2 4 6.7 45.2 58 
20 X 1 5 8.4 45.4 20 
21 XX 2 7 11.7 47.7 4 2 
22 XX 2 9 15.0 50,0 4 4 
25 X 1 10 16.7 52.5 25 
24 0 10 

52.5 

25 X 1 11 18 .4 56.8 25 
26 X 1 12 20.1 59.1 26 
27 XX 2 14 25.4 61.4 5^ 
28 X 1 15 25.1 65.6 28 
29 0 15 
50 X 1 16 26.8 68.2 50 
51 xxxxo 5 21 55.1 70.5 155 
52 xxxx 4 25 41 .8 72.7 128 
55 XX 2 27 45.1 75.0 66 
5A xxxx 4 51 51.8 77.5 156 
55 xxxxo 5 56 60.1 79.5 175 
56 xxxxoxxxxo 10 46 76,8 8 1 . 9 560 
57 xxxx 4 50 85.5 64 .1 148 
58 XX 2 52 86.8 86 .4 76 
59 XXX 5 55 91.8 88.6 117 
40 XX 2 57 95-1 90.9 80 
4 1 XX 2 59 98.4 95.1 62 
42 0 59 
A5 0 59 
44 X 1 60 100,0 100,0 44 

1926 
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value. The cumulative frequency for the last volume group should total to 60 for a 1-hr 
period of 1-min volume groups. 

The value for percent volume is determined by taking the smallest cumulative f re 
quency and dividing i t by the largest. In this example, it would be X / 60 = percent 
volume. The value for the percent of maximum volume is determined by taking the 
smallest volume group and dividing it by the maximum volume group. This is done for 
each of the volume groups mcludmg the last, which is obviously 100 percent. A plot 
of percent volume vs percent maximum volume yields a series of points and when they 
are connected an ogive curve is formed. 

The secondary abscissa, percent capacity, is superimposed on the percent maximum 
volume abscissa but with its origin shifted to the right of the ogive curve origin. The 
origin coincides with the tangency of the ogive curve with the abscissa. The upper end 
of the capacity scale and maximum volume scale coincide at 100 percent. These char
acteristics of the ogive curve are shown in Figure 1. 

Application of the Curve 
The application of the ogive curve is the same as in the development of the basic 

ogive curve. The calculations made are identical to those previously discussed. The 
plot of data is the same except that, for ease in plotting and to minimize the work in
volved, the grouping of volume groups with a class interval or 3 accomplishes an end 
result with little error. 

With the points plotted on the ogive capacity curve, straight lines are drawn between 
the points. The slope of the lower portion of the curve (AB) (see Fig. 2) is transferred 
to the ogive capacity curve. At the point of tangency a line is extended vertically down
ward to the capacity line Abscissa). This is also done for the upper portion of the curve. 
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Figure 1. Developed ogive c a p a c i t y curve. 
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The line (CD) is transferred to the upper 
portion of the ogive capacity curve and at 
the point of tangency a second line is ex
tended vertically downward to the capacity 
line. The difference between the two per
centages read from the percent capacity 
scale I S that portion of capacity for the 
given set of conditions. 

NEW JERSEY LEFT TURN 
For more than three decades it has been 

recognized that the intersection is the big 
bottleneck in traffic flow. In 1923, the 
Bronx River Parkway was opened to traffic 
and with it the door opened to a new era of 
road design with its grade-separated inter
sections. 

From the f i rs t grade separation to to
day's complex multilevel interchanges 
the goal has been to improve the flow of 
traffic through the intersection area. The 
ability to improve the flow for at-grade 
intersections, however, has not kept pace 
with the interchange, but one of the more 
important steps was the introduction of the 

New Jersey Left Turn (2), or the Channelized Left Turn. 
Due to the relative newness and paucity of the special left turn type of intersection 

little has been done in the way of capacity analyses. Being of special breed this type 
of intersection presents many problems for conventional methods of analysis. Because 
of this, the ogive capacity curve method was developed to overcome some of the older 
method's shortcomings. 

CAPACITY 

r E R O S N T M A X I H U M V 0 I , U « B 

Figure 2. Example ogive c a p a c i t y curve 
determination. Dashed l i n e I s cumulative 
frequency curve p l o t of volumes obtained 
at i n t e r s e c t i o n with s i g n a l c y c l e length 

of 50 s e c . Data given i n Table 2. 

Theory of the New Jersey Left Turn 
The theory underlying the design of the New Jersey Left Turn is the removal of the 

left turn conflict from the intersection. The left turn maneuver is removed at least 

SAMPLE TABULATIONS OF VOLUME DISTRIBUTIONS, PERCENT VOLUME AND 
PERCENT MAXIMUM VOLUME VALUES NEEDED TO DETERMINE CAPACITY BY 

OGIVE CAPACITY CURVE METHOD 

Volume 
G r o u p 

Mid - I Cum 
M a r k f 

8 7 
21 7 

(9) 
xxxxox 
xxxxoxxxxoxxx 
xxxxoxxxx 

(301 
xxxxoxxx 
xxxxoxx 
xxxxo 

16 - 18 
19 - 21 
ZZ . 24 

98 4 
lOP 0 

73 8 
80 8 

100 0 

xxxxox 
X X X X 
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300 f t from the main intersection and cuts diagonally across one of the quadrants. The 
left turn lane is complemented by an adjacent median separated right turn lane (see 
Fig. 3 for the general intersection layout). An additional signal is needed for the e f f i 
cient movement of traffic through the left turn merge area. Progressive timing of this 
signal gives a minimum delay to all vehicles and yet the left turn can be made without 
conflict to normal traffic flow throughout the intersection area. Also aiding in the 
smooth flow of traffic are the shadowing effect produced by the main intersection sig
nal for the left turn diverge and there would not be right turning vehicles from the main 
intersection crossing the diverge maneuver. Thus, this theory of design provides more 
safety, comfort, and convenience to the drivers using the facility. 
Method of Study 

When this study was being conceived, it was planned that more than just the special 
left turn intersection should be studied. It was planned to use a control intersection 
for comparative purposes with two of the New Jersey Left Turn intersections. Agree
ment, then, between capacities of the ogive curve and the presently accepted Highway 
Capacity Manual method, for the control intersection would give some basis for valid 
capacity values for the left turn intersections. 

Test Sections. —The two New Jersey Left Turn intersections chosen for the study 
were somewhat different in geometric design of the entire intersection, but the special 
left turn element of design was the same (see Figs. 4, 5, and 6 for the intersection 
layouts). It is quite interesting to see at-grade intersections as complicated as these 
and yet to know that there is very little conflict between movements. 

One of the sites selected for the New Jersey Left Turn was in the City of Saginaw, 
Mich. (Fig. 4). The intersection consists of two intersecting State highways, M-13 
and M-46, in an urban area. To the north side of the intersection lies a city park and 
to the south lies a residential area. The north-south street is a main route into the 

TELE-GRAPH HD. 

Figure 3. Example of New Jersey L e f t Turn movement. 
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central business district. The east-west street serves an industrial area to the east 
and suburban residential area to the west. There are two special left turn lanes which 
are the result of desired traffic movements. Intersection 1 in the figure does not have 
signal but does have a yield sign for the left turn diverge movement. Intersections 2, 
3, and 4 have signals and are timedprogressivelyas a closed network. Thus, all major 
movements are free from other conflicting maneuvers. 

The other similar intersection selected was in suburban Detroit (Fig. 5). The inter
section consists of two high-volume intersecting State highways—Ford Road (M-153) and 
Telegraph Road (US 24)—in a commercially developed area. The prominent feature of 
the intersection is the left turn lane from the south to west. The operation is such that 
intersection 1 is not signalized but has a yield sign for movement control. Intersections 
2 and 3 are progressively timed, which allows all major movements to be made with 
little conflict. The operation is such that the "jug-handle" also has an opportunity to 
maneuver with a minimum of conflict. 

The control intersection is on the same north-south highway (US 24), as the inter
section just described (Fig. 6). This intersection lies 4 mi south in an urban area 
with commercial developments in the four quadrants. The intersection is signalized 
without separate phases for left turn movements which must necessarily cause con
flicting maneuvers. The left turning vehicles generally have long delays and those that 
do get through generally do so on amber or red. The south to west and east to south 
left turn movements are prohibited. 

Field Work and Data Collected. —The data collected were volume, speeds, delays, 
traffic composition, signal timing, and general geometries of the intersections. To 
complement the field data an observer was used to record various changes in flow; 
such as accidents, congestion, or any other type of disruption. 

Figure l i . Rust-Washington Ave, i n t e r s e c t i o n layout and approach designations. 
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5 
TELEGRAPH RD. 

Figure 5. Ford-Telegraph Road i n t e r s e c t i o n layout and approach designations. 

Figure 6. Van Born-Telegraph Road i n t e r s e c t i o n layout and approach designations. 
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The data were taken manually fo r the most part . Speeds were obtained by stopwatch 
or radar speedmeter. Volumes were taken by accumulative hand counters. Vehicle 
delays were determined by manual counts. 

Volumes were collected for 3-hr periods during the A M , midday, and P M hours fo r 
1-min intervals. The t ra f f ic was further classified according to passenger car or 
truck. The volumes were taken by lane in a l l instances. 

Speeds were recorded fo r a l l the approach movements and le f t turn lanes. The 
speeds were sampled at the rate of 25 per approach per study period. The speed 
samples are speed estimates of a typical vehicle in a platoon rather than the speed of 
an individual vehicle. 

Delays were obtained for le f t turns only. Delays were determined by counting the 
number of vehicles delayed fo r one red phase, the number that went through on the next 
green phase, and the number of vehicles that did not make i t through on that green phase. 
This information was obtained fo r each complete cycle of the study. 

Signal timings were obtained periodically throughout the day to check the signal oper
ation fo r uniformity and changes in t iming. Offsets were determined also for the addi
tional signals at the lef t turn merge. 

Method of Analysis. —Capacities were determined m accordance with the procedures 
described in the f i r s t part of this study. Capacity calculations were made by the ogive 
curve method, by the Highway Capacity Manual method, and by use of average starting 
headways. 

The element of time used in the ogive capacity curve determinations was the cycle. 
This made l i t t le difference, though, m the process as the frequency of each volume and 
the percent of each volume in relation to the maximum volume were calculated. Capac
it ies were determined f o r the A M peak, midday hour, and P M peak fo r some 28 approach 
elements. 

Capacity determinations were also made fo r each approach element according to the 
Highway Capacity Manual (1), pp. 6-104 procedure. The third series of capacity cal
culations were made by the average starting headway method as described by Matson 
and McGrath (3). 

Analysis of Data 

Delays to Lef t Turns. —The Van Born-Telegraph Road intersection has only two le f t 
turns permitted—from the north and f r o m the east. There was l i t t le delay for this 
maneuver f r o m the north as a le f t turn lane was provided and there was an ample medi
an to shadow stored cars. However, over 60 percent of the vehicles turning f r o m the 
west were delayed for at least one cycle. I t is l ikely that the delays are a result of no 
le f t turn lane or storage area and that the lef t turning vehicles had to cross a through 
movement of just under 1,100 vehicles during the peak hour. 

The main intersection at Ford and Telegraph Roads have lef t turn restrictions for 
a l l approaches. A modified lef t turn maneuver is made at the diverge to the New 
Jersey Lef t Turn channel but, there is l i t t le delay here as the turning vehicles only 
have to yield to through movement. The merge maneuver of the le f t turn lane is con
trol led by a signal and is the only place where appreciable delay could occur. There 
was less than one vehicle delayed per cycle or the average delay per delayed vehicle, 
using one-half the red time as average delay, is just under 9 sec. 

Delays were also kept to a minimum fo r tiie New Jersey Left Turn portions of the 
Rust and Washington Street intersection. There were no delays at the merge fp r the 
north-to-east movement. Those vehicles delayed at the diverge signal were delayed 
only the normal amount caused by random ar r iva l of vehicles at a red indication. 
Delays at the diverge to the west-to-north channelized lef t turn lane were only those 
that occurred as a result of not being able to f ind an acceptable gap in the through 
t ra f f ic lane as the movement is controlled by a yield sign. Delays at the merge end 
of this l e f t tu rn channel were only those caused by random a r r i va l of vehicles at a red 
signal indication. The only time that a vehicle did not make i t through on the f i r s t 
cycle was when there was a backlog of eight vehicles in front . 
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The east-to-south lef t turn movement was very light. Averages were about one ve
hicle per cycle during peak and about one-half vehicle per cycle for the entire study 
period, which did not yield enough data fo r developing good conclusions. The le f t turn 
was made f r o m a separate lane in the median. The south-to-west l e f t turn was made 
f r o m a through lane causing delay to through vehicles as well as l e f t turn vehicles. The 
greatest backlog of vehicles was 15 with an average of 20 percent of the vehicles being 
delayed fo r more than one cycle. 

Capacity Analysis: Van Born Road at Telegraph. —Capacities were calculated fo r 
each approach to the intersection and are given in Table 3. Capacities were deter
mined fo r the hours of 7 to 8 A M , 11 to 12 A M , and f o r the peak hour of 4 to 5 PM. 

Approaches f r o m the north and south have s imilar geometries and, likewise, s i m i 
la r capacities. The average ogive capacity was just under 1,900 vph or about 540 vph 
per through lane. This is an average of 7. 5 vehicles per cycle, which is one less than 
that f o r average starting headways. Calculations using the Highway Capacity Manual 
( H C M ) approach were 1, 531 vph total or 431 vehicles per through lane. This yields an 
average of 5.8 vehicles per cycle. 

The east-west approaches also have s imilar geometries and capacities. The ogive 
curve capacity was determined to be 504 vph per lane or an average of 7 vehicles per 
cycle. Average starting headways would indicate that 8. 5 vehicles per cycle are pos
sible. The HCM capacities were calculated to be 316 vph per lane or an average of 
4.4 vehicles per cycle. 

For this intersection of generally standard geometries, there are indications that 
the HCM capacities and probable capacities fo r average starting headways differ—4.4 
as compared to 9 vehicles per cycle. The ogive curve compares 7 and 7. 5 vehicles per 
cycle 9 fo r average starting headways. It would therefore appear that the ogive deter
mination is a reasonable indication of the capacity per lane with a 50-50 split of a 50-
sec cycle. 

TABLE 3 

SUMMARY OF VAN BORN APPROACH CAPACITIES' 

Approach 

North West South E a s t 

No of lanes 4 2 4 2 
Avg. lane width (ft) 12 10. 5 12 10. 5 
Peak hr vol. (no. ) 947 544 1, 146 953 
% peak hr is of 

ogive capacity 48 54 81 102 
Ogive cap. 7-8A 1, 975 980 1, 400 920 
Ogive cap. 11-12 1, 780 1, 040 1, 120 850 
Ogive cap. 4-5P 1, 940 1, 005 1, 710 1, 020 
Ogive cap. avg. 1, 898 1, 008 1, 410 930 
Ogive cap. /hr green 3, 796 2, 016 2, 820 1, 860 
H C M cap. 1, 531 632 1, 036 668 
H C M cap. /hr green 3, 062 1, 264 2, 072 1, 336 
Ogive cap. /lane 540 504 353 465 
HCM cap. /lane 431 316 259 334 
Green time (sec) 22 22 22 22 

^All capacities l isted are per hour for the given green indications except those 
specified as being per hour of green time. 
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Capacity Analysis: Ford Road at Telegraph. —This intersection is a New Jersey 
Lef t Turn intersection. The special l e f t turn lane and complementary right turn lane 
produce different intersection characteristics. The intersection is really comprised 
of three intersections and each should be considered separately. (Fig. 7 shows num-
bermg of intersections.) 

Intersection 1 was unsignalized with a yield sign controlling the le f t turn diverge 
movement. The movement was, however, shadowed by the signal at Intersection 3 so 
that there was a period of time for relatively free movement. The peak volume for 
this movement was 309 vehicles which occurred with l i t t le delay. A l l other movements 
were free maneuvers and subject to continuous flow. A comparison of capacity values 
f o r the north-south movements i s given in Table 4. 

Intersection 2 is the merge of the le f t 
turn lane and the diverge of the comple
menting right turn lane. The west-to-east 
and lef t turn merge maneuvers are con
trol led by t ra f f ic signals while the east-to-
west movement is uncontrolled. 

The le f t turn merge peak hour volume 
was 309 vehicles or an average of 4.3 ve
hicles per 50-sec cycle (55-45 spli t) . A l 
though the approach was seldom fu l ly pres
surized, there was an indication that the 
peak movement may be about 8 vehicles 
per cycle or about 576 vph. The ogive 
curve capacity was determined as 707 vph 
with an average of 9. 8 vehicles per cycle. 
This is a l i t t l e more than one vehicle less 
than could be attained i f average starting 
headways prevailed. The capacity as de
termined by the HCM indicated about 8 ve
hicles per cycle, which is about the same 
as indicated f r o m observing peak f low. 

The capacity of the approach f r o m the 
west as determined by the ogive curve 
method was 1, 437 vph. Considering 
through lanes only this would be an aver
age of 380 vph per lane or 5. 3 vehicles 
per cycle. This is about 2 vehicles per 
cycle less than could be attained with aver
age starting headways but about 1 vehicle 
more than that as determined by the HCM 
calculation. The apparent approach capacity by these latter methods would be about 
2,100 and 1, 265 vph, respectively. In light of the capacity determined fo r the lef t 
turn lane (600-600 vph), the value of 2,100 vph would not seem to be too bad an es t i 
mate of capacity. However, previous calculations have shown the capacity as deter
mined by average starting headways to be 10 to 20 percent higher, which would imply 
that a capacity of about 1, 500 to 1, 700 would be more nearly the capacity estimate. 

Intersection 3 is the mam intersection of the complex and provides for the straight 
through movements and right turns. The capacity for the north-south approaches is 
about 2, 500 vph and about 1,650 vph fo r the east-west approaches. 

A comparison of the capacities as determined by the other methods indicates the 
HCM values to be lower and the average starting headway capacities higher than those 
determined by the ogive curve method. However, the difference between the ogive 
capacity and the average starting headway capacity could be accounted for by any slight 
delay to starting vehicles. If average starting headways prevailed for north-south 
movement with its indicated HCM capacity, nearly 40 percent of green time would not 
be utilized, but f ie ld data has indicated that as many as 12 vehicles may go through the 

rKLEGHAra 

Figure 7, Line diagram of Ford-Telegraph 
Road i n t e r s e c t i o n g i v i n g i n t e r s e c t i o n num

bering. 
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25-sec green interval in a single lane which would tend to disprove the low estimate of 
the HCM. Likewise, a s imilar analysis can be made fo r the east-west movement ex
cept that the unused green time is not as much. 

Capacity Analysis: Rust at Washington. —The Rust-Washington Avenue intersection is 
a rather complex set of intersections comprised of three "junior intersections" and the 
main intersection. Three of the four intersections are signalized and fo r a l l practical 
purposes their operation is two-phase (Fig. 8 shows numbering of intersections.) 

Intersection 1 is the diverge movement of the le f t turn lane and is unsignalized. 
Approaches f r o m the west and east are free maneuvers, whereas the diverge and right 
turn merge are semi-free maneuvers in that they are controlled by yield signals. Ca
pacity calculations by either the HCM method or average starting headway method are 
not applicable in this instance, but a capacity determination fo r any of the approaches 
could be made by the ogive curve method. This method indicated capacities of 675 vph 
fo r the right turn lane, 1, 537 vph for the approach f r o m the west, and 1,170 vph fo r 
the approach f r o m the east. The ogive curve method does not consider signal time per 
se; however, the method does rely on the distribution and magnitude of volumes fo r any 
given period of time (see Table 5 for capacity calculations). 

Intersection 2 is a complex of movements; a free right turn f r o m the east, a free 
right turn to the west, a l e f t turn diverge f r o m the north to the east, and straight through 
movements f r o m the south to north. 

Although the right turn maneuver f r o m the east is a free movement, ogive capacity 
determinations were made. The ogive capacity was 567 vph compared to 800 vph by 
the HCM method. As i t has been pointed out previously, ogive capacities are depen
dent on prevailing t ra f f ic characteristics, and if these change enough, a change in the 
capacity could result. This point is brought out here because the A M ogive capacity 
was determined as 735 vph. This might therefore mean that the conditions during the 
A M period of study were very close to those used in the HCM capacity calculations. 

The two-lane approach f r o m the south indicated s imilar values for lane capacities. 
The HCM value was 803 vph per lane and the ogive value was 633 vph per lane. I t 
might also appear that lane width has l i t t le effect on capacity as this approach has 
12-ft lanes compared to the previously described approach which had a 16-ft lane. 

TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF FORD ROAD APPROACH CAPACITIES^ 

Item 
Approach 

H I J K 

No. of lanes 4 4 1 1 4 3 4 3 4 4 
Avg. lane width (ft) 12 12 16 16 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Peak hr vol. (no. ) 2,070 1,256 153 309 699 1,327 2,018 1,566 1,246 702 
% p e a k h r i s o f 92 58 15 44 49 74 82 95 47 38 

ogive capacity 
Ogive cap. 7-8A 2,322 2,130 1.220 758 1,595 2,010 2,740 1,556 2,250 1,680 
Ogive cap. 11-12 2,150 1,990 880 705 1,290 1,920 2, 210 1,710 2,870 1,735 
Ogive cap. 5-6P 2,290 2,280 956 658 1,425 1,460 2,450 1,705 2,770 1,635 
Ogive cap. avg. 2,254 2,133 1,019 707 1,437 1,797 2,467 1,657 2,630 1,683 
Ogive cap. /hr green 3,965 3,750 1,019 1,245 3, 320 4,155 4,340 3,830 4, 630 3,900 
HCM cap. 3,615 2,180 1,025 568 1,265 1,495 1,568 1,339 2, 300 1,531 
HCM cap. /hr green 6, 360 3,840 1,025 1,000 2,930 3,450 2,750 3,095 4,050 3,540 
Ogive cap./lane 564 533 1,019 707 380 599 617 552 552 658 
HCM cap./lane 904 545 1,025 568 323 498 392 446 575 510 
Green time (sec) 25 25 Free 25 19 19 25 19 25 19 

^All capacities listed are per hour for the given green indications except those specified as 
being per hour of green time. 
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The approach f r o m the north is geomet
r ica l ly two lanes but, due to the green 
arrow indication f o r the right-hand lane the 
through movement could be considered fo r 
just one lane. The capacity calculations 
would tend to bear this out as the HCM 
value is 492 vph and the ogive value is 
407 vph. 

The le f t turn merge lane f r o m the west 
is a single 16-ft lane and the capacity cal
culations by both methods were about the 
same—483 and 485 vph. 

Intersection 3 is the merge area of the 
east l e f t turn lane. The approach f r o m 
the east is controlled by the signal that 
controls the merge movement, whereas the 
approach f r o m the west is a free move
ment through the intersection. 

The through lane capacity is about the 
same fo r the HCM and ogive curve meth
ods—378 vs 406 vph per lane. However, 
the average starting headway method 
yielded a value of 540 vph per lane. This 
difference cannot be accounted fo r except 
that there must be other conditions affect
ing the intersection f low. 

Calculations by both the HCM and ogive 
curve capacity methods are about the same—528 vs 499 vph per lane. These values 
are about 25 percent lower than the capacity determined f r o m average starting head
ways. Again, there is an indication that average starting headways do not prevai l . 

Intersection 4 is the main movement area; however, some of the turn movements 
are prohibited. Basically the intersection is the junction of two four-lane roadways 
divided in the intersection area except fo r the south approach which is undivided. The 
approach f r o m the east has a separate le f t turn lane, whereas the approach f r o m the south 
does not. 

The north and south approaches have s imilar calculated values in that the north is 
455 vph per lane compared to 484 vph per lane by the ogive curve method. Similarly, 
HCM values are close (725 and 683 vph per lane), but these are almost 50 percent 

Figure 8. Line diagram of Rust-Washington 
Ave. I n t e r s e c t i o n s g i v i n g i n t e r s e c t i o n num

bering . 

T A B L E 5 

CAPACITY CALCULATIONS' 

Apprt)a<h 

A B C D E F G II ,1 K L M 0 

No of lanes 2 1 1 2 1 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 i 
Avg lane width (ft) 12 12 If. 16 12 16 12 12 12 I i , 12 12 12 12 
Peak h r vol (no ) 790 355 169 235 411 1 39 652 501 619 194 367 344 579 54 8 
% peak h r i s of 69 43 34 41 33 29 73 43 40 29 40 3 i 60 43 

opive rapac i ty 
Ogive cap 7 - 8 A n'i 955 585 735 I , 315 548 870 1, 260 1, 690 507 905 1, 170 890 1,440 
Ogive c?ap 11-12 1,055 750 432 435 1, 255 344 925 1, 155 1, 250 743 972 1, 000 880 1, 03 5 
Ogive cap 3 - 4 P 1, 385 790 470 530 1, 225 556 875 I , 095 I , 670 77 5 852 783 1, 1 30 1, 37 5 
Ogive cap avg 1, 1.15 832 499 567 1, 265 483 890 1, 170 1, 537 (i75 910 1, 051 967 1, 283 
Ogive cap / h r G r e e n 2, 430 1, 770 942 567 2. 390 1, 025 1, 685 1, 170 3, 270 675 I , 720 2, 240 1, 825 2, 730 
H C M cap 1, 0<)0 903 528 800 1, 605 485 1, 072 2, 539 980 1,020 1, 450 747 683 1, 087 
H C M c a p / h r G r e e n 2, 330 1, 925 995 800 3, 030 1,035 2, 020 2, 539 2, 090 1, 020 2, 730 1, 595 1, 285 2, 310 
Ogive cap / lane 406 416 499 567 633 483 297 422 768 67 5 455 525 484 566 
H C M c a p / l a n e 378 528 80 3 48 5 357 725 373 342 468 
G r e e n t ime (sec) 23 232 26 f r e e 23 26 F r e e 2 3 ' F r e e 26 23 26 23 

A l l capac i t i e s l i s ted are per hour for the given green indications excopt those spec i 
f ied as being per hour of green time 

^The effect ive green t ime . 
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greater than ogive capacities. The HCM values are about the same as 720 vph per lane 
determined by the average starting headway method. 

The east and west approaches also have s imi la r capacity values by both methods, 
but the ogive values are about 40 percent larger than the HCM values. The east has an 
ogive capacity of 566 vph per lane compared to 468 vph per lane for the HCM method. 
The west approach values are, respectively, 525 and 373 vph per lane. These values 
can a l l be compared to 590 vph per lane by the average starting headway capacity, but 
this value is higher than f o r either of the other methods. Again, average starting head
way capacities are higher than HCM or ogive capacities. 

INTERSECTION CAPACITY AS RELATED TO THE NEW JERSEY LEFT TURN 

One of the objectives of this study was to evolve a capacity of the special le f t turn 
lane and compare this capacity with the capacity of a l e f t turn at a standard inter
section. The determination is based on three New Jersey Lef t Turn lanes and three 
standard le f t turn movements. 

The intersection of Rust and Washington allows two normal le f t turns along with two 
separate New Jersey Lef t Turn movements. The lef t turn movement f r o m the south 
had 136 vehicles turning during the peak hour, but this was with delays to a l l vehicles 
and to some a double signal delay. I t would be somewhat optimistic to believe that the 
le f t turn volume would increase, especially if the volume of opposing t r a f f i c also were 
to increase. However, if the le f t turn volume did increase there would probably be 
some compensating volume change in the opposing flow. Also, this l e f t turn is made 
f r o m a regular through lane and must therefore affect the through capacity f r o m the 
south. 

The approach f r o m the east has a separate l e f t turn lane. Although the volume was 
quite low (64 vehicles during the peak hour), there was l i t t le delay to turning vehicles 
and l i t t le or no effect on through vehicles. Calculations indicate that the lef t turn 
movement could be 150 vph. This is not much higher than the present le f t turns f r o m 
the south, but this would be across an opposing movement of 1,051 vehicles of which 
15 percent are trucks. 

The Telegraph-Van Born Road intersection also had two s imilar l e f t turns—one with 
a lane and the other without a separate lane. The approach f r o m the north has a sep
arate le f t turn lane with a peak-hour volume of 215. The advantage of some 60 vehicles 
can be accounted for in the more adequate storage in the intersection median area fo r 
l e f t turning vehicles. The cars can stack up three abreast and two deep and even on 
the yellow portion these cars could go through. I t is fur ther pointed out that these stored 
vehicles can actually move through on the greenportion of the east-west movement without 
disrupting the normal movement appreciably. Without such an adequate storage area i t 
is very l ikely that fewer cars would be able to cross the heavy northbound movement. 

When the le f t turn movement is considered f r o m the west approach where there is 
no separate le f t turn lane nor median area f o r storage, the volume drops off to 116 vph. 
This value is s imilar to those found at the Rust-Washington intersection. 

The New Jersey Lef t Turn lane capacity shows quite a different picture. Both le f t 
turn lanes at the Rust-Washington intersection had low peak-hour volumes (169 vph 
fo r the east lane and 139 vph for the west lane), but the main point is that they had 
l i t t le delay. The estimate of capacity is also positive in that these lanes could handle 
nearly 500 vph or two or three times the t ra f f ic of the previously mentioned standard 
type of l e f t turn lane. 

The Ford-Telegraph intersection has a higher capacity than the Rust intersection 
by some 200 vph. The calculated capacity of 707 vph is more than twice the measured 
peak-hour flow of 309 vph. The 309 vehicles were delayed l i t t le or about the amount 
normally found in the random ar r iva l of vehicles at a signalized intersection. There 
is definitely some significance in the ability to put 300 vehicles through a le f t turn 
with l i t t le or no effect on opposing t r a f f i c and with a minimum of delay to those vehicles 
making the turn. 

An over-a l l intersection capacity analysis was made also to determine the relative 
degree of capacity at peak f low. The Ford-Van Born intersection indicated that during 
the peak hour i t was flowing at 71 percent of capacity or at a total daily volume of 
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46, 410 vehicles. The corresponding capacity is 65, 500 vehicles per day. The Ford-
Telegraph intersection, which is s imilar but contains the special l e f t turn lane, ind i 
cated a peak-hour flow of 56 percent capacity or at a total dally volume of 61,866 ve
hicles. The corresponding capacity would be 110, 500 vehicles per day. Finally, the 
Rust-Washington intersection indicated that peak-hour flow was at a low 44 percent of 
capacity or at a total daily volume of 25,837 vehicles. The corresponding capacity 
would be 58,800 vehicles per day. Comparing this intersection's eight approach lanes 
wi th Van Bom's twelve, i t would seem that the lat ter intersection could handle one-
th i rd more vehicles. However, the difference is only 10 percent and this may be 
some indication that with the special l e f t turn lane capacity is increased considerably. 
This point is accented more in a comparison of Ford's 110, 500 vehicle capacity to 
Van Horn's relatively low 62,000 vehicle capacity. 

In summary, the analyses of intersection capacity encompassed some 28 approaches. 
Of these, eight were either a free maneuver or semi-free maneuver and, hence, i t was 
d i f f icu l t to make a complete capacity analysis with accurate comparisons. The re 
maining 20 approaches indicated that the ogive capacity was s imilar to those determined 
by the HCM, though in most instances on the high side. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The prel iminary investigation of the ogive curve as developed in this report has 
some relationship to capacity determinations. 

2. The Highway Capacity Manual method of capacity analysis tends to be lower than 
those based on average starting headways but in general close to ogive capacities. 

3. The capacity of the New Jersey Lef t Turn lane is about 550 vph but could range 
f r o m 500 to 700 vph. 

4. The capacity of a standard le f t turn lane at an intersection or maneuver ranges 
f r o m 150 to 225 vph. 

5. There is an indication that the New Jersey Lef t Turn lane increases the potential 
capacity of an intersection by a considerable amount. 
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